Blip Toys Launches Street Shots Racers: The Ultimate Toy Vehicle Launcher
for Kids
Blip Toys announces release of Street Shots Racers, where toy launchers and vehicles unite.
Minneapolis, MN (PRWEB) August 05, 2016 -- Start your engines. Blip Toys is excited to announce the
release of Street Shots Racers, where launchers and vehicles unite for the ultimate in targeting and high
performance challenges. The Street Shots blasters fire vehicles far, fast and extreme at scale speeds of over 500
MPH. Blasters combine the fun of portable launchers with the excitement of high-speed auto stunts.
Just load the car into the blaster, rev it up and fire to race, crash, jump and more. There are two Street Shot
Racers models, which allow for a variety of racing and stunt styles. The Street Blaster launches one car at a
time and includes the Blaster, two cars, one ramp and two targets. The Triple Shot launches three cars in rapid
succession and includes a multi-car Blaster, three vehicles, two ramps and one target.
Street Shots Racers come with everything kids need for hours of fun, including targets, jumps and barriers. Kids
can use the included accessories to launch vehicles up walls and over furniture, however Blasters are also
perfect for open-ended play – a child’s boundless imagination is the only limit. Kids can make their own
targets, tracks,and crash courses by raiding their own toy box. Blasters also refine motor skills and problemsolving skills as kids use the customizable three-speed gear system to determine the optimum velocity for stunts
they want to accomplish. Kids can get inspiration from Street Shots Recon, a series of YouTube webisodes,
demonstrating the versatility of Street Shots in the Stunt Lab and in the real world.
Street Shots Racers is a trackless system with wheels that propel the vehicles far, fast and extreme on almost
any surface. From the skate park to the kitchen floor, Street Shots Blasters are portable thrills.
Blip Toys is known for exciting, innovative toy brands including Squinkies, Disney Whisker Haven Tales with
the Palace Pets, Yummy Nummies and Zoom-O. Established in Minnesota in 2000, Blip Toys has become one
of the most trend-reactive toy companies in the industry. Blip Toys has a knack for zeroing in on the elusive
factors which genuinely appeals to kids, making their products stand out from the crowd.
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Contact Information
Jenna
Blip Toys
http://streetshotsracers.com/
+1 (952) 405-7674
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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